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1. Introduction

The steadily increasing demand for renew-
able electrical energy, particularly in
regions with high population density,
entails a growth of the market for building-
integrated photovoltaics (BIPVs) with up to
40% annual growth rates being predicted
over the next decade.[1,2] These outlooks
are founded on conventional solar cell tech-
nologies, however, next generations of
photovoltaic (PV) technologies——such
as perovskite solar cells (PSCs)––could
add further benefits for BIPV: First, the
overall high power conversion efficiency
(PCE) achieved for PSCs of up to 25.7%[3]

is not only promising in itself, but also
serves to pay the way for perovskite-
silicon tandem solar cells that exhibit even
higher PCEs. Even today, the record PCEs
of 29.5%[3] for such tandem devices is well

above the record for single-junction crystalline silicon solar cells
on the laboratory scale. Second, PSCs offer the ease of facile proc-
essing from solution as well as evaporation-based fabrication pro-
cesses. Recent advances in blade-coating,[4,5] inkjet printing,[6,7]

and thermal evaporation[8,9] bring fast and scalable industrial fab-
rication into reach. Third, perovskite PV, as a solution-processable
thin-film technology, offers easily achievable freedom in design in
shape[7] and transparency[10,11] by thickness- and form-controlled
film deposition via printing technologies.

Of key importance for the economic widespread and market
acceptance of photovoltaics in buildings is aesthetics, in particu-
lar its color appearance.[12–15] The additional costs for such
customized BIPV solar modules vary in a vast range depending
not only on the underlying study layout but also on the factors as
the targeted geographical region and the system's design.[16]

Following estimations, the cost offset of BIPV materials com-
pared to traditional construction materials ranges from 5000%
for replacing concrete roofs tiles[17] to 80% when replacing
polished stone facades.[18] These findings indicate that in the case
of expensive building materials such as polished stone, which are
applied where there are high demands on the aesthetic of the
building, BIPV components might be a possible alternative
building materials––provided that these can also fulfill the prod-
uct demands. For conventional PV technologies such as silicon, a
broad spectrum of different design options has been investigated
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The steadily growing market share of building-integrated photovoltaics (BIPVs)
places the aesthetics of solar modules in the focus of research and development. In
this work, a colorization method based on inkjet-printed reflective pigments is
adapted for the emerging perovskite photovoltaics. Herein, not only excellent
control of color impression, brightness, and pattern is demonstrated, but also angle
invariant color perception, which makes the presented approach stand out among
the many published colorization strategies for perovskite solar cells (PSCs).
Compared to uncolored reference solar cells, bright magenta and yellow PSCs
display a remarkable relative power conversion efficiency (PCE) of up to 65% and
more than 11% absolute PCE. Moreover, PSCs with more BIPV-relevant coloring
patterns such as a mimic of a marble or corten steel surfaces are demonstrated.
The colorization method presented is inexpensive and ready for scalable solar
module production. To demonstrate the scalability of the proposed concept, a
small-area perovskite solar module (4 cm2 aperture area) in white marble optics
exhibiting a PCE of almost 14% as a potential application is presented.
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and evaluated.[14] In recent years, some of these concepts, as well
as new approaches that are more specific to the perovskite thin-
film technology, have been proposed to realize both colorful
semitransparent[19–26] and opaque[27–35] PSCs. It is, for example,
possible to vary the color of the perovskite absorber layer itself by
changing its chemical composition, thus altering its crystal struc-
ture and bandgap. However, such alteration of the absorber
material itself implies compromises on the harvested part of
the solar spectrum and further changes of the chemical and opto-
electric properties like the (temperature) stability.[35] To retain
these properties and the benefit from the economics-of-scales
that optimized fabrication processes for non-colored PSCs
may provide, colorizations using interference effects of thin films
in the solar cell stack such as transparent electrodes,[19,22,25,29,31]

charge extraction layers,[28] or additional layers[23,32,34] have
advanced to promising strategies. Many of these strategies have
been adapted from research on colorful conventional photovol-
taics.[14,36] In case of colorful PSCs, the work of Jiang et al. merits
to be mentioned as they reach high PCEs of 11.6% (red) to 13.8%
(blue) for a variety of colored PSCs by the integration of trans-
parent top polymer electrodes of different thicknesses.[29]

Recently, Yoo et al. proved that these efficiencies could be
enhanced even further. By the addition of nonperiodic
multi-nanolayer, narrow-bandwidth-reflective filters to their
PSCs, they achieved PCEs of 18.0%, 18.6%, and 18.9% for
red, green, and blue devices respectively,[34] exceeding the theo-
retical efficiency limit of ideal colored opaque solar photovol-
taics.[37] However, a tremendous disadvantage of the structural
colorization as applied in this study is the reliance on interfer-
ences effects, which are by nature subject to a strong dependence
of the observation and incident light angle. As a consequence, for
example, large facades in BIPV would risk to appear nonuniform
from the perspective of an observer. While such a nonuniform
and angle-dependent appearance might be desired in some
cases, the authors of this work are convinced that the BIPV
community would appreciate the possibility of choice of design.
In response to this challenge, we present the adaptation of an
industrial-proven concept of colorization by inkjet printing pig-
ment-based reflective and transmissive layers on the solar

module's front side. In view of the high absorption coefficient
and therefore dark color-impression of perovskite, white inter-
layers with different saturations are used as a reflector and their
effect on the color-impression as well as PCE of the device is
characterized. This method allows not only for bright and
angle-independent colorization with continuously adjustable
lightness, but also for freedom in the design pattern. The colori-
zation is independent of the solar cell architecture and, as a sin-
gle-step inkjet printing process, promises to be simple and
consequently cost-effective to realize. Compared to uncolored
reference devices’ relative PCEs of 65% to 70% and maximum
absolute PCEs of more than 10% to 12% can be achieved for
bright mono-colored magenta or, respectively, yellow PSCs. To
indicate the adaptability of this process toward actual applications
in BIPV, we fabricated a small module prototype in a marble
optic that displays almost 14% PCE. In a nutshell, this work
suggests that the presented approach might be suitable for the
colorization of PSCs with high aesthetic demands.

2. Colorization of PSCs

The presented method to colorize PSCs is based on inkjet-
printed colored glass substrates. Colorization via this approach
was pioneered for crystalline silicon photovoltaics and is available
today on the PVmarket.[38] Here, we adapt this concept for perov-
skite photovoltaics: In this study, the pigment-based colored
layers are inkjet-printed on the plain glass side of pre-patterned
indium tin oxide (ITO) glass substrates. Subsequently, the PSC
layer stack is deposited on the ITO side of the substrate
(Figure 1a). This approach of colorization is, with regards to
fabrication, mostly independent on the solar cell architecture.
PSCs with both nip- and pin-architecture were fabricated and
used for relative and absolute comparison of the performance
of the colored PSCs (see Section 3). In this work, all devices
are characterized without additional encapsulation to facilitate
characterization. Although the colored layers display very high
stability to mechanical and light-induced stress (see Figure S1,
Supporting Information), for commercial application an addi-
tional encapsulation is intended. This has already proven

Figure 1. a) Schematic of the colored perovskite solar cell with the pigment-based colored layers inkjet-printed on the front side of the glass substrate first
(1) and the different solar cell layers (here of pin-architecture) deposited on the rear side afterward (2). b) Photograph of PSCs andmodules colorized with
inkjet-printed pigments in various bright colors and color patterns.
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applicable for commercially available colorful crystalline silicon
following a similar colorization approach[38] and would be trans-
ferable to PSCs given the multitude of possible encapsulation
methods that are under investigation.[39] To illustrate the vivid
and versatile colorization that is possible with the presented
approach, in addition to the primary colors of the subtractive
(cyan, magenta, yellow) and additive (red, blue, green) color
schemes, complex color patterns were printed on the glasses
to imitate popular construction materials such as marble or
rusted steel, so-called corten steel (Figure 1b). While multicol-
ored patterned perovskite photovoltaic were realized before by
large pixels[29] or randomized reflection structures[27] such cus-
tomizable and refined colorization is unprecedented and beyond
what is possible to achieve by so far reported colorization meth-
ods based on structural colorization.

In a first step, single layer colorization of PSCs is evaluated.
We use four different pigment-based inks of white, cyan,
magenta, and yellow color. The mean thickness of the layer is
controlled by the printing saturation which is a printer-specific
parameter (see Experimental Section) and can be directly corre-
lated to the optical properties of transmittance and reflectivity
(Figure S2, S3, Supporting Information). Here, the colored
layers’ transmittance and color impression in front of a white
and dark background are investigated for different saturations.
Although a bright color impression can be easily achieved on
white background for a variety of colored substrates, for many
of these the targeted color impression cannot be achieved on dark
background even for increasing printing saturations up to 100%
(Figure S4, Supporting Information). Instead, the printed
glasses’ color generally lack brightness, respectively, the corre-
sponding lightness L* in the CIELAB color system is used for
characterization here (compare Experimental Section). To
increase the lightness and obtain a color impression as close
as possible to the targeted color, a reflective interlayer between
the PSC and the printed pigment film is introduced. To maintain
the simplicity of the process, a layer of white pigment deposited
by inkjet printing is chosen. With the saturation of the white
interlayer, the solar cell's reflectivity, therefore the lightness,
and with it, the overall color of the PSC can be tuned and bright
color impressions can be achieved (Figure 2a). Figure 2b displays
the color impression of PSCs in cyan, magenta, and yellow with
fixed saturation on top of varying interlayer saturations in a
conventional 2D CIE1931 xy-diagram. Additionally, targeted
color impressions of colorized glasses without any additional
layers on the white background are visualized by their color coor-
dinates. Since the differences in the lightness cannot be
represented in the 2D diagram and differences in color are
not uniformly displayed in CIE1931, the projections of a 3D
CIELAB diagram are provided as an additional visualization
method (Figure 2c). Here, the measured colors are represented
by their unique position in the CIELAB color space (compare
Figure S5 and Table S6, Supporting Information) and, to some
extent, by the marker colored in corresponding RGB-values. In
particular, the projections of the 3D representation show that the
color impression of the PSCs with white interlayer is very close to
the targeted color on a white background and significantly more
brilliant and colorful than without the white interlayer.

Many previous publications on the colorization of PSCs are
based on structural interference of parts of the incoming and

partially reflected light in or between various thin layers of the
device.[19,22,23,25,28,29,31] These approaches offer a high reflectivity
for the narrow color-defining spectral range and therefore maxi-
mize light harvesting in the colored PSCs. However, structural
interference generally leads to a strong angle dependence of the
generated color. Recent work by Bläsi et al. suggests that this
angular dependency might be bypassed even for interference-
based colorization.[40] So far, in the majority of publications
on colored PSCs,[19–21,21,22,24–34] the dependency of the color
impression on both the viewing angle and the incident angle
of the light is insufficiently characterized. Whenever this angular
dependency is discussed, the color impression is found to vary
for viewing angles >20�–30�.[28,34] Even colorful semi-
transparent PSCs that are intended to serve for color-invariant
applications show shifts in peak transmission, and therefore
alteration of the color impression, for different incident angles
starting at >40�–60� depending on the intended color.[25]

While some research groups claim that such an angular depen-
dent color impressionmight increase the aesthetic value,[24,34] we
are convinced that for many applications vivid yet angle-
independent perovskite solar cell colorization is desired. As such,
the pigment-based colorization method presented here is angle-
invariant. The reason is that it is not based on structural inter-
ference between different layers of the device but rather on the
selective reflection of light at ink's pigment particles. As
displayed in Figure 3, for the given detection sensitivity, the color
impression of the colorized PSCs is in first-order independent of
the viewing angle even for large incident angles of at least 70�.
This angle-invariant color impression is a key advantage over
other colorization methods for many applications in BIPV, such
as large façades that would appear multicolored depending on
the observer's point of view and wherever the customer has a
specific demand on the color impression, an example given
for corporate designs.

3. Performance of Colorful PSCs

Compared to silicon solar cells, the absorption spectrum of
perovskite is generally shifted to shorter wavelengths and conse-
quently toward the visible part of the spectrum. As a consequence
of the colorization by selectively transmissive pigment layers, the
performance of the solar cell is impacted even more – especially
if combined with a reflective white interlayer. In a first step, the
reflective white interlayer is analyzed to obtain a compromise
between maximum performance without any white interlayer
and the brightest color impression using a thick white interlayer.
To achieve maximal reproducibility of the color impression, the
first set of printed pigment inks covers the primary colors such as
cyan, magenta, and yellow. Each color is printed with a saturation
of 100% on ITO-glasses with white layers of 60%, 80%, and 100%
saturation on the front side as well as on a reference glass without
any white interlayer (0%). These colorized glasses are used to
process the functional layers of PSC on the ITO-sputtered rear
side of the glass (see Figure 1a), both, in nip- and pin-double-
cation perovskite solar cell architectures. Details on the layer
stacks as well as fabrication methods are specified in the
Experimental Section. The performance of the solar cells is eval-
uated under illumination with a solar simulator AM1.5G-solar
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spectrum. To exclude the possibility of increased illumination
through repeated reflection between the colorized substrate
surface and solar simulator lens, two different setups with differ-
ing beam paths and beam path lengths have been utilized. Even

for strong reflective white PSCs, the PCE agrees within the given
measurement sensitivity and statistic deviations (Figure S7,
Supporting Information), suggesting that there is no underlying
systematic overestimation.

Figure 2. a) Photographs of colorful PSCs fabricated by the described process. The saturation of the white interlayer is increased from 0% (no interlayer)
over 60% and 80% to 100% from left to right. b) Characterization of the color impression of the PSCs in a conventional 2D CIE1931 presentation: Color
impression of PSCs in white (W) as well as cyan (C), magenta (M), and yellow (Y) with a fixed printing saturation of 100% and varying saturations of x% of
the white interlayer Wx are shown. As a reference, the intended color impression of colored glass on a white background is displayed (“White”, “Cyan”,
“Magenta”, “Yellow”). c) Characterization of the same PSCs as represented before in projections of the 3D CIELAB color space. The color of each data
point represents the measured color impression converted to RGB values.
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Overall the same trends for the interplay between colorization
and PSC performance are apparent for nip- and pin-architectures
for all colors investigated (Figure 4a,b): For single layers of
magenta and yellow relatively low losses in performance of
around 10–30% are apparent compared to the uncolorized refer-
ence, whereas cyan-colored devices suffer from 50% to 70% PCE
loss. These differences originate from the significantly differing
parts of the solar spectrum that are reflected and therefore lost
for photo-absorption in the perovskite (Figure 4c). As expected
the PCE decreases with implementation and augmentation of
saturation of the white interlayer for all printed colors. In com-
parison to the results of the aforementioned color evaluation, a

white interlayer of 60% saturation is sufficient to achieve vivid
colorization. PSCs colored with only the whit interlayer maintain
on average 70–80% of the initial PCE, which is a remakable high
value for whitish solar cells. Printing the white pigment as an
interlayer on top of the glass before printing the intended colors
increases the brightness of the color significantly but on average
still maintains good relative PCEs of up to 65% to 70% for
magenta or yellow. Best performing PSCs with such a white
interlayer display an absolute PCE of 3.3%, 10.2, and 12.4%
for bright cyan, magenta, and yellow colorization, respectively
(Figure 4d) in both current–voltage scan and maximum power
point measurements (see Figure S8, Supporting Information).

Figure 3. a) Photographs of colorful PSCs under different viewing angles (0�–70�). b) Characterization of the color impression of the colorful PSCs (cyan
(C), magenta (M), yellow (Y), and white (W)) under different viewing angles (0�–70�) in projections of a customized 3D CIELAB presentation. Color
values were measured under illumination with a non-standardized light source and normalized afterward (see Experimental Section). The color of each
data point represents the measured and normalized color impression converted to RGB values. The shift in the color impression is hardly distinguishable
in the given measurement sensitivity.
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Figure 4. a) Normalized PCE of PSCs in nip-architecture with pigments of cyan (C), magenta (M), yellow (Y), and white (W) printed with a saturation of
100% and varying saturations x% of white interlayer Wx. For each color, the average over backward and forward current–voltage measurements of all
corresponding PSCs are displayed normalized to the average of the reference cells (Ref ) without color. In addition, the 1σ-standard deviation (semi-
transparent column) and maximum PCE (stars) are shown. The columns are colored in the PSCs’ measured color impression, converted to RGB values.
b) Same data as in a) for PSCs in pin-architecture. c) Current–voltage scans for best performing reference, white, as well as cyan, magenta, and yellow
(each with white interlayer fixed at 60% saturation) pin-devices in forward (dashed) and backward (solid) scan direction. d) EQE measured for white, as
well as cyan, magenta, and yellow (each with white interlayer fixed at 60% saturation) PSCs in pin-architecture.
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White-colorized PSC (single-layer of 60% saturation) maintains a
PCE of up to 13.7% (compare Table S9, Supporting Information).

Interestingly, an in-depth analysis of the effect of colored
pigments on the solar cell performance reveals small differences
for the investigated devices of the two architectures: In general,
we observe a smaller loss of PCE or the PSC in nip-architecture
for all colors but especially for magenta than for PSC in pin-archi-
tecture. A possible explanation would be the reduced light
intensity, due to absorption and reflection of the pigments,
absorbers in the colored devices are exposed too. Naturally, this
reduced intensity leads to a significant drop in short-circuit
current density (JSC), which is the primary reason for the
observed drop in PCE. At the same time, the reduced light inten-
sity leads to an increased fill factor (FF) (Figure S10, Supporting
Information). Hence, PSCs suffering from a low FF, due to, for
example, architecture or deposition method, might display less
loss in PCE when colorized by the presented approach than
PSCs that yield a very high FF to begin with. The fundamental
principle of colorization by nanometer-sized pigment-particles
suggests that not only the color impression, but also the solar
cell's performance displays no additional angle-variant depen-
dency. Here, external quantum efficiency (EQE) measurements
with adjustable incident angles are used to verify this hypothesis
(Figure S11, Supporting Information). For comparison, we
choose a strong scattering white PSC and an uncolored refer-
ence. For both the devices, the EQE slightly diminishes when
going from 0� to 50� incident angle of the excitation light.
The thereof calculated short-circuit current densities differ by
circa 1mA cm�2 for both samples, which is 7% for the white

and 4% for the reference PSC. These findings indicate that
the light scattering printed pigment only adds a minor contribu-
tion to the angular dependency of the solar cell performance,
which may also originate from the experimental setup
(see Experimental Section).

4. Versatile Colorization for Application in BIPVs

So far, we limit our analyses to the colors of the basic inks,
namely white, cyan, magenta, and yellow. However, the pre-
sented colorization method is capable of producing vivid color
impressions over a large part of the CIELAB color space, as well
as versatile colorization by printing arbitrary color patterns. To
provide a prominent example, the commonly used primary
colors of additive color generation red, green, and blue are used
for colorization, setting the results of the presented approach of
colorization in a better context to preceding works on colorful
PSCs. To achieve these colors, the basic printing dye-inks were
printed in a predefined ratio. Reflective white interlayers are used
again to tune the brightness to obtain the desired color impres-
sion. Figure 5a shows the bright red, green, and blue PSCs
performing at maximum PCE of 9.7%, 7.8%, and 5.5%, respec-
tively (compare Figure S12, Supporting Information). This is
with regards to red-colored PSCs close to commonly reported
values for records of 10% to 11.6% (highest value for pinkish
PSC) in literature,[25,29,31,33] whereas Yoo et al. even reached
18.0% using very narrow-bandwidth reflective filters.[34] A signif-
icant difference can be observed for blueish PSCs: Here the PCE

Figure 5. a) Photographs of colorful PSCs with mixed colors of red, green, and blue fabricated by the described process with average PCE of the best
devices. A white interlayer of 60% saturation is incorporated into the device. b) Photographs of colorful PSCs with color patterns in corten steel and white
marble optics fabricated by the described process with average PCE of the best devices. c) Photograph of a perovskite solar module in white marble optics.
The size of the module is 9 cm2, the active area is 4 cm2. d) Current–voltage characteristics and photovoltaic parameters of the marble solar module
shown in a).
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lags significantly behind commonly reported devices in the
literature with records of 13.3% to 13.8% (light blue).[29,33]

However, a detailed comparison between the different methods
is hardly possible since the exact coloring (for example, the
difference between magenta and red), the brightness, and exact
illumination are detrimental for the measured efficiency, but not
specified entirely in each publication. The presented inkjet print-
ing colorization process allows to not only control the color, but
also the coloring pattern. It is easily possible to print heterochro-
mic patterns on basis of a digital template. As a proof-of-concept,
we fabricate PSCs that resemble corten steel and white marble as
examples for devices with more demanding aesthetics suited for
BIPV (Figure 5b). For the corten steel pattern, a white interlayer
of 60% saturation has been incorporated, while no such inter-
layer is needed for a convincingly looking marble pattern.
PSCs with corten steel and white marble pattern yield a PCE
up to 7.1% and 14.0%––and on average 38% and 75% relative
PCE compared to uncolored reference devices––respectively.

To demonstrate the scalability of the proposed colorization of
perovskite photovoltaics, we fabricated a colorized small perovskite
solar module (PSM) of 9 cm2 total area with five interconnected
PSCs and 4 cm2 active area. As a prominent example of a widely
used building material fulfilling customers’ high aesthetic
demands, a white marble pattern is chosen as a colorization
scheme for the PSMs. Since the spin-coated architectures are
not suited for upscaling an all-evaporated pin-layer stack as pre-
sented in Ritzer et al.[41] is chosen (see Experimental Section).
The PSM in white marble optic displays remarkably high absolute
PCE up to 13.9%, which is 88.5% of the average of uncolored ref-
erence devices (15.7%). Thereby, our prototype highlights that a
high aesthetic value does not necessarily go hand in hand with
an immense loss in performance. To the authors' best knowledge,
this is the first report on colorful perovskite photovoltaics with a
controlled heterochromic pattern. As the PSM's optic is an imita-
tion of traditional buildingmaterial, these results nourish the hope
that customized perovskite photovoltaics will be a publicly accepted
and economically viable alternative for such building materials.

5. Conclusion

This work presents an approach for the colorization of perovskite
photovoltaics based on inkjet-printed reflective pigments at the
front side of perovskite solar modules/cells. To compensate
for the dark color of the perovskite absorber, a reflective white
interlayer is applied. Via the saturation of this interlayer, the color
hue and brightness of the device can be varied and the choice of
the ratio of basic printing pigment-inks opens up access to a large
variation of colors. Bright mono-colored cyan, magenta, yellow,
blue, red, green, and blue PSCs are demonstrated with 70% rel-
ative and 12% absolute PCE. Since the color impression is not
reliant on interference effects between layers, but generated
by selective light reflection of pigment-particles, the color percep-
tion is angle-invariant, distinguishing this work from the major-
ity of strategies for colorized perovskite photovoltaics. By
utilization of the inkjet printing technology, highly adjustable
and scalable heterochromic patterns can be printed on the basis
of a digital template. As proof of concept, a 9 cm2 module (4 cm2

active area) in white marble optics with remarkably high PCE of

almost 14%, and 88.5% relative PCE compared to uncolored ref-
erence devices is presented. This vivid, angle-invariant, and cus-
tomizable colorization method may be applicable, where there is
a high demand on the aesthetics of the solar cell, opening up
future fields of application for colored perovskite photovoltaics
inBIPVs.

6. Experimental Section

Colored Glass Substrates: Colored layers were inkjet-printed on the back-
side of ITO glass substrates with 140 nm thick ITO coating (sheet resis-
tance 15Ω□

�2, Luminescence Technology, CAS: 50 926-11-9). For this, a
modified Roland multipass inkjet printer using five print-heads were used.
The 1.6 m� 3m¼ 4.8 m2 sizing large-area printing table would allow for
efficient upscaling. Commercially available inks based on cyan, magenta,
yellow, white, and black pigments were deposited via separate parallel
mounted overlapping print-heads, allowing for simultaneous multichannel
printing of these basic colors. This enabled the printing of mixed homo-
geneous colors as well as heterogenic color patterns. The colored inks can
be printed with varying saturations defined by printer-software-specific
parameters, which allow printing layers of controlled thickness. A satura-
tion of 100% equalled a thickness of circa 1.4/3.6/3.0/2.2 μm for white/
cyan/magenta/yellow layers. The maximum theoretical printing resolution
equals 1480 dpi, which is practically never in use as large format printing
does not require fine detailed printing. The multipass printing technology
with intermittent integrated drying steps provides separate or slightly over-
lapping color droplets beside each other rather than a wet-on-wet mixture
of colors on the substrate. Printing is done in ambient conditions which
might lead to small impurities on a micrometer scale (compare Figure S13
in the Supporting Information). After ink deposition, the colored sub-
strates were annealed at 180 �C for 30min.

Solar Cells (nip): The devices were fabricated in planar device architec-
ture: glass/ITO/SnO2/FA0.83Cs0.17PbI2.75Br0.25/spiro-OMeTAD/Au. The
above-mentioned uncolored and colored were cleaned 10min in an ultra-
sonic bath with deionized (DI) water, acetone, and isopropanol followed
by 3min of oxygen plasma treatment. A thin (�20 nm) SnO2 as an elec-
tron transport layer was deposited on the ITO substrate by spin coating
(4000 rpm for 30 s), followed by an annealing step at 250 �C for 30min and
oxygen plasma treatment for 1 min. The SnO2 precursor solution was pre-
pared by diluting a 15 wt% aqueous colloidal dispersion of SnO2 nanopar-
ticles (Alfa Aesar) in DI water to a concentration of 2.5 wt%. The perovskite
precursor solution was prepared by dissolving 0.83mmol formamidinium
iodide (Dynamo), 0.17 mmol CsI (abcr), 0.87mmol PbI2 (TCI), and
0.13mmol PbBr2 (TCI) in a 1mL solvent mixture of N,N-dimethylforma-
mide (Sigma Aldrich):dimethylsulfoxide (Sigma Aldrich) 4:1 (v:v). The dou-
ble-cation perovskite absorber layer was deposited on top of the SnO2

layer from the solution using a two-step spin coating process:
1) 1000 rpm for 10 s; and 2) 5000 rpm for 30 s. Chlorobenzene
(150 μL, Sigma Aldrich, CAS: 108-90-7) was poured on the spinning sub-
strate 10 s before the end of the second step. The samples were annealed
at 100 �C for 30min in an inert atmosphere. As an HTL, N2,N2,N2 0

,N2 0
,N7,

N7,N7 0
,N7 0

-octakis(4-Methoxyphenyl)-9,9 0-Spirobi[9H-Fluoren]-2,2 0,7,7 0-
Tetramin (spiro-OMeTAD) was deposited by spin coating (4000 rpm for
30 s). The corresponding precursor solution contained 80 mg spiro-
OMeTAD (Luminescence Technology) dissolved in 1 mL chlorobenzene
with the additives 17.5 μL lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl) imide
(520 mg mL�1 in acetonitrile) and 4-tert-butylpyridine (28.5 μL). The
samples coated with spiro-OMeTAD were exposed to dry air for
�12 h before a 75 nm thick Au electrode was deposited by thermal evap-
oration through shadow masks to define the active area to 0.105 cm2.

Solar Cells (pin): The devices were fabricated in planar device architec-
ture: glass/ITO/2PACz/FA0.82Cs0.18 PbI3/C60/BCP/Ag. The above-men-
tioned uncolored and colored were cleaned 10 min in an ultrasonic
bath with DI water, acetone, and isopropanol followed by 3 min of oxygen
plasma treatment. A thin 2PACz HTL was deposited on the ITO substrate
by spin-coating at 3000 rpm for 30 s, followed by an annealing step at
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100 �C for 10min. The 2PACz precursor solution was prepared by dissolv-
ing 2 PACz powder in anhydrous ethanol at a concentration of 1 mmol/l
and put into an ultrasonic bath for 15min before use. The perovskite pre-
cursor solution was prepared by dissolving 0.82mmol formamidinium
iodide (Dynamo), 0.18 mmol CsCl (abcr), 1.1 mmol PbI2 (TCI), in a
1mL solvent mixture of N,N-dimethylformamide (Sigma Aldrich):dime-
thylsulfoxide (Sigma Aldrich) 4:1 (v:v). 35 μL of PbCl2:MACl solution with
a molar ratio of 1:1 dissolved in 1 mL DMSO was added as an additive in
the reference perovskite precursor solution. The double-cation perovskite
absorber layer was deposited on top of 2PACz from solution using a two-
step spin coating process: 1) 1000 rpm for 10 s; and 2) 5000 rpm for 30 s.
Chlorobenzene (150 μL, Sigma Aldrich, CAS: 108-90-7) was poured on the
spinning substrate 10 s before the end of the second step. The samples
were annealed at 150 �C for 30min in an inert nitrogen atmosphere. After
perovskite annealing, 1 nm lithium fluoride (LiF), 23 nm C60 (Sigma), and
8 nm bathocuproine (BCP, Luminescence Technology) were thermally
evaporated with an evaporation rate of 0.1-2 Å s�1 at a pressure of 10�6

mbar. Afterward, a 100 nm thick Ag electrode was deposited by thermal
evaporation through shadow masks to define the active area to 0.105 cm2.

Solar Modules: The employed layer stack sequence ITO/spiro-TTB/
MAPI/C60/BCP/Au for the all-evaporated solar cells and modules was
discussed in detail in a previous publication.[41] Glass substrates
(9 cm2 substrate size) coated with unpatterned ITO, Luminescence
Technology, CAS: 50926-11-9, were laser-scribed to obtain the transparent
electrode structure. Deposition of color was done as described previously.
The substrates were cleaned in acetone and isopropanol in an ultrasonic
bath for 10min each before deposition of the color. Immediately before
the deposition of the charge transport layers, they were bathed in isopro-
panol for 2 min followed by an additional cleaning step in an oxygen
plasma for 3 min. Afterward, the substrates were transferred into a nitro-
gen-filled glovebox for the deposition of the functional layers and not
exposed to air anymore. The <5 nm thick 2,2',7,7'-tetra(N,N-di-p-tolyl)
amino-9,9-spirobifluorene (spiro-TTB, Luminescence Technology, CAS:
515834-67-0) was thermally evaporated in an OPTIvap evaporation system
(CreaPhys GmbH) without any doping. The perovskite absorber was fab-
ricated by co-evaporation of lead iodide (PbI2, TCI Deutschland GmbH,
99.99% purity, CAS: 10101-63-0) and methylammonium iodide
(CH3NH3I, Luminescence Technology, >99.5% purity, CAS: 14965-49-
2) in a PEROvap evaporations system (CreaPhys GmbH). PbI2 was used
for several consecutive evaporation runs while CH3NH3I was replaced
after every deposition. Substrates and materials were kept in high vacuum
for outgassing before deposition overnight. To prevent a strong rise in
CH3NH3I background pressure and to facilitate rate detection, the evapo-
ration system was equipped with cooling shields around the evaporation
sources cooled down to a temperature below�15 �C. PbI2 was evaporated
at an evaporation rate of 1.5 Å s�1, CH3NH3I at an evaporation rate
between 2.0 and 2.5 Å s�1. Substrates were kept at a temperature of
25 �C during deposition. After deposition of the absorber, samples were
transferred back to the previous evaporation system for the deposition of a
25 nm thick C60 fullerene layer (Alfa Aesar, 98%, CAS: 99 685-96-8) and a
6 nm thick BCP layer. Finally, a 100 nm thick gold contact was deposited. A
laser-scribing process was used to give an active device area of five inter-
connected solar cells with an active area of 0.8 cm2 each, resulting in a
solar module with a 4 cm2 aperture size.

Color Characterization: Color impression was characterized by an x-rite
SpectroEye spectral photometer. The samples were illuminated by a built-
in light source and the reemission was measured by the built-in photode-
tector. In conformance to global industry standards, a CIE Standard
Illuminant D65 (mathematical representation of noon skylight, color tem-
perature 6500 K) was chosen.[42,43] Measurements were taken and pre-
sented in the CIELAB-color space (also CIE L * a * b*) where the three
coordinates represent the lightness of the color (L*), its position between
red and green (a*), and its position between yellow and blue (b*).[42,44] For
presentation, measurements were additionally converted to CIE 1931- and
RGB-color spaces.[42,44]

UV–Vis–NIR-Transmittance Measurements: Transmittance and reflectiv-
ity were measured with a spectrophotometer (Perkin Elmer Lambda 1050)
with an integrating sphere.

Angle-Dependent Color Characterization: For angle-dependent color
characterization, a Konica Minolta Chroma-Meter CS-200 luminance
and chromaticity measurement camera was used. The viewing angle
was varied by adjustment of the camera in angle, height, and distance,
so that the light path from the sample to the camera is unchanged.
Samples were illuminated by homogeneous but not standardized room
light (halogen lamp) for all angles. Measurements were taken in the
CIE 1931-color space and additionally converted to the CIELAB color
space.[42,44] Due to the utilization of a non-standardized illuminator, a
small shift in the overall measured color coordinates could be observed
for the 0� observation angle compared to the measurements with the CIE
Standard Illuminant D65. This was addressed by normalization of all color
values according to the shift at 0�.

Solar Cell Characteristics: Standardly, for measurements of the solar cell
characteristics, a class AAA xenon-lamp-based solar simulator (Newport
Oriel Sol3A) was used (compare Figure S14, Supporting Information, for
details on the spectrum). To estimate the effect of repeated light reflection
between (colored) the front side of the substrate and the solar simulator
setup (lenses/mirror), a class AAA 21-channel LED solar simulator
(Wavelabs Solar Metrology Systems Sinus-70) was used for reference
measurements. Both solar simulators are located inside a nitrogen-filled
glovebox. The AM1.5G spectrum (100mW cm�2) was calibrated with a
KG5 band pass-filtered n-silicon reference solar cell (Newport Oriel,
calibrated and certified on July 31, 2019). The cells were then measured
in both backward and forward direction with a constant scan rate of circa
0.6 V s�1 (Keithley 2400 source measurement unit) while holding the
temperature of the solar cell at 25 �C with a microcontroller-adjusted
Peltier-element. The entire device area was illuminated with the active area
defined by the electrode layout. Measurements were done without any
pre-conditioning prior to measurements. Spectral mismatch between ref-
erence cells and testing cells is limited to 4% (and 0.7%, respectively) for
the solar simulators.

EQE Measurements: EQE measurements were performed using a
Bentham EQE system. A chopping frequency of �930 Hz with an integra-
tion time of 500ms was used to obtain the spectra. An adjustable
substrate table was used to vary the angle of the substrate's surface rela-
tively to the excitation light source.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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